Does Covert Retrieval Benefit Learning of Key-Term Definitions?
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Even though retrieval practice typically has a robust, positive influence on memory, response format (overt vs. covert retrieval) may moderate its effect when students learn complex material. Overt retrieval is likely to promote exhaustive retrieval, whereas covert retrieval may not be exhaustive for familiar key terms. In two experiments, students were instructed to study key-term definitions and were asked to practice retrieval overtly, to practice retrieval covertly, or to restudy the definitions. Students also made metacognitive judgments. A final criterion test was administered two days later. Students’ final recall was greater after overt retrieval practice than after covert retrieval practice or restudy, with a continuously cumulating meta-analysis establishing the effect as moderate in size (pooled $d = 0.43$). Thus, response format does matter for learning definitions of key terms, supporting the recommendation that students use overt retrieval when using retrieval practice as a strategy to learn complex materials.
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General Audience Summary

One strategy that typically improves students’ memory is to test themselves on information that they need to learn. Students may do so by speaking their answers out loud, by writing or typing their answers, or by mentally answering each question. For instance, a student studying in a library may mentally answer questions to avoid distracting others. By contrast, a student studying with a group may offer answers out loud as a part of the group discussion. Our interest was to evaluate whether these different types of responses (typed recall vs. mental recall) influence how effective self-testing is for improving students’ memory when
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they learn key-term definitions. In two experiments, students studied key terms (e.g., self-serving bias) and the corresponding definition for each (When explaining one’s own behavior it is the tendency to attribute good behaviors to one’s disposition and to attribute bad behaviors to the situation). Students then restudied the key terms and definitions, or tested themselves on them. Students who tested themselves typed the definition for each term, or were instructed to mentally recall the definition for each. Students in all three groups also made judgments about their memory and returned two days later to complete a final memory test. In a first experiment, students’ memory on the final test was greater after typing the recalled definitions than after mentally recalling the definitions, or after restudying the definitions. In a second experiment, the same patterns were evident, although the memory benefit after typing the recalled definitions was smaller. These results suggest that how students test themselves is important when they are learning conceptual definitions. Thus, our recommendation is that students type out recalled answers during self-testing when they are learning relatively complex materials.

Retrieval practice typically benefits learning and memory, and its benefits have been referred to as test-enhanced learning (for a review see Rowland, 2014). This robust benefit has been demonstrated across a wide range of materials, learners, outcomes, and settings (for reviews, see Dunlosky, Rawson, Marsh, Nathan, & Willingham, 2013; Roediger & Butler, 2011). Although retrieval practice has a robust effect on people’s retention, some factors moderate its benefits (e.g., Kornell, Hays, & Bjork, 2009; Roediger & Karpicke, 2006). Thus, fully understanding the benefits of retrieval practice will involve discovering its moderators, which is the main goal of the present research. In particular, we evaluated whether the benefits of retrieval practice are moderated by response format (i.e., overt versus covert responding). Investigating response format is important because students are likely to adopt different formats in different contexts. For instance, a student using retrieval practice in a library may covertly retrieve answers (i.e., mental retrieval) to avoid distracting others. By contrast, a student studying with a group may overtly retrieve answers as a part of the group discussion. As such, it is critical to estimate the effectiveness of each response format, which leads us to the key question of this research: Does response format influence the magnitude of final recall performance when students attempt to learn key-term definitions?

Previous research suggests that overt and covert retrieval have similar effects on learning. Putnam and Roediger (2013) explored the influence of response format during retrieval practice when students learned paired associates (e.g., airplanetriq). After initial study, participants were instructed to overtly practice retrieving the target for some pairs, to covertly practice retrieving the target for some pairs, and to restudy some word pairs. On a final cued-recall test 2 days later, participants were shown each cue word (e.g., airplane-?) and were asked to type the target (i.e., trip). Performance on the final recall test was superior after retrieval practice (overt or covert) as compared to no retrieval practice (i.e., restudied word pairs), and it was similar for overt and covert practice. Smith, Roediger, and Karpicke (2013) analyzed the results from 10 experiments comparing the effect of overt (vs. covert) retrieval on memory, and their analysis yielded an effect size close to zero ($d = -0.027$). By contrast, comparing retrieval practice (either covert or overt) to no retrieval practice yielded a large effect size ($d = 1.1$) in favor of retrieval practice.

In other studies, however, response format for retrieval practice has recently been shown to have a minor influence on paired associate recall. Jonsson, Kubrik, Sundqvist, Todorov, and Jonsson (2014) had participants study Swahili–Swedish translations, and participants were instructed to practice overt retrieval or covert retrieval, or to restudy the pairs in preparation for immediate or delayed tests. Although overt retrieval practice was superior to covert retrieval practice in one experiment using a within-participant design, it was a small effect ($d = 0.21$ for a long retention interval). It was also not robust; overt retrieval did not statistically differ from covert retrieval in another experiment (or after a short retention interval). Thus, across all the available studies, retrieval practice appears to be effective with covert responding, at least with paired associates.

Response format for retrieval practice may not matter much for learning paired associates because presenting the cue alone triggers a retrieval attempt (e.g., Craik, Govoni, Naveh-Benjamin, & Anderson, 1996); so, regardless of whether responses are covert or overt, people are expected to initiate retrieval of the single-word response. The situation may be different for longer and more complicated material. In such cases, covert retrieval may not benefit recall as much as overt retrieval because students may not undergo exhaustive retrieval. For example, consider students learning key-term definitions, such as the definition of confirmation bias (answer: The tendency to only seek out or attend to information that confirms one’s belief and to ignore counterevidence). For these materials, the retrieval demands are presumably higher because students need to retrieve multiple units of information to accurately represent the response. And, if students feel they are familiar with the concept, this familiarity may short-circuit a retrieval attempt (e.g., by responding, “Oh, I already know that one”). In the case of unfamiliar terms, students may not even try to retrieve the answer. In either case, if students do not attempt to exhaustively retrieve the definition when they covertly practice retrieval, then no benefit would be expected. By contrast, during overt practice, students may be more likely to fully retrieve the definition simply because they are being asked to type (or say aloud) as much of it as possible. Thus, when compared with covert retrieval
practice, overt retrieval practice may be more beneficial for students’ retention of larger units of information.

Only one study has investigated response format using lengthy materials (800-word prose passages; Orlando & Hayward, 1978). In the reread group, participants read through the passage and were then instructed to reread it (i.e., restudy group). In the mental review group, after reading each paragraph, participants looked away from the passage and attempted to mentally recall it, and then examined it again for feedback (i.e., overt retrieval practice). The notetaking group was identical to the mental review group, except that participants were required to write the information recalled after each paragraph (i.e., overt retrieval practice). Participants’ memory was evaluated on immediate and delayed tests. On the immediate test, memory performance was enhanced for both the mental review group and the notetaking group relative to the reread group. On the delayed test, the same trends were evident but not significant. Thus, when students learned lengthy prose passages, covert retrieval benefited their learning as much as overt retrieval. However, aspects of the method limit the relevance of this research. In particular, their effects did not reach conventional levels of statistical significance following a long retention interval, which may be attributable to low power (n = 16 per group). Retrieval-practice tasks were also interpolated throughout reading the passage, so it is likely that they were based (at least in part) on access to information active in working memory. By contrast, our primary interest was in the influence of response formats on the benefits of retrieval practice when retrieval occurs from long-term memory, which is a standard procedure for demonstrating the benefits of retrieval practice (cf. Agarwal, Karpicke, Kang, Roediger, & McDermott, 2008).

For the current experiments, our primary goal was to investigate whether covert retrieval practice benefits students’ learning and memory as much as overt retrieval practice when students learn definitions of key terms. We selected key-term definitions because students are often required to learn them, especially in introductory courses that rely heavily on learning foundational terms to a discipline. In addition, prior research with overt retrieval practice has shown healthy testing effects (for a review see Rowland, 2014). Based on the aforementioned rationale, we predicted that final recall performance would be lower after covert than overt retrieval practice. We evaluated this possibility in two experiments in which students learned definitions to key terms and were then instructed to practice overt retrieval (with feedback), covert retrieval (with feedback), or to restudy the key-term definitions. Both experiments included this basic design, which was inspired by recent emphasis on the importance of replication and recommendations to base conclusions on cumulative outcomes involving multiple estimates of effect sizes (e.g., Braver, Thoemmes, & Rosenthal, 2014; Lishner, 2015; Maner, 2014; Pashler & Harris, 2012; Simons, 2014). Our secondary focus was on the influence of response format on students’ monitoring of learning, which we explored by including metacognitive judgments as discussed below.

**Experiment 1**

In Experiment 1, students studied key-term definitions from social and cognitive psychology from an introductory psychology textbook, with each consisting of a key term (e.g., self-serving bias) and the corresponding definition (When explaining one’s own behavior it is the tendency to attribute good behaviors to one’s disposition and to attribute bad behaviors to the situation). We selected key-term definitions from two fields in psychology to evaluate covert retrieval practice when students learn different samples of items to establish whether effects evident with one item set can be replicated with another set (cf. Westfall, Judd, & Kenny, 2015).

Students then received three trials in which they either restudied the key terms and definitions or engaged in retrieval practice. Students in the restudy group were given the key terms and definitions and were asked to type the definition for each. Students in the overt retrieval group were given only the key terms and were asked to recall and type the definition, after which they received feedback (i.e., they were presented with the correct definition). Students in the covert retrieval group were given only the key terms and were then instructed to covertly recall the definitions, after which they received feedback. Following restudy or retrieval practice, students in all groups made item-by-item judgments assessing their level of knowledge for the key terms. Finally, students in all groups returned two days later to complete a final criterion test.

**Method**

**Design and participants.** Practice group (Restudy, Covert Retrieval, Overt Retrieval) was a between-participants manipulation. Ninety-five students from Kent State University participated in exchange for course credit and were randomly assigned to practice group. Of those students, 5 failed to return for the second session and were excluded from analyses. Thus, data from 90 students are reported (n = 29 in the restudy group, n = 31 in the covert retrieval group, n = 30 in the overt retrieval group).

**Materials and procedure.** Materials included 16 key terms (8 social psychology terms and 8 cognitive psychology terms) and their associated definitions (from Rawson & Dunlosky, 2011). Social psychology terms (e.g., attribution, correspondence bias) comprised List 1, and cognitive psychology terms (e.g., encoding, sensory memory) comprised List 2. Forty-five participants studied List 1 (n = 14 in the restudy group, n = 15 in the covert retrieval group, n = 16 in the overt retrieval group) and 45 participants studied List 2 (n = 15 in the restudy group, n = 16 in the covert retrieval group, n = 14 in the overt retrieval group).

In Session 1, students completed self-paced initial study trials during which they were instructed to study terms and their definitions so that on a future memory test they would be able to remember the definition when given the term. Students were presented with List 1 or List 2 twice, which was manipulated between-participants. Thus, students studied a set of 8 key-term
definitions. We selected this set size to obtain multiple observations from each student while keeping performance on the final criterion test off the floor (as might occur with a larger set size). The order of presentation was randomized anew for each student, with the caveat that students studied the entire list once before the key terms were repeated.

Next, students were instructed to practice overt or covert retrieval, or to restudy the key terms and definitions. Students in the covert retrieval group saw each key term one-at-a-time (randomized anew for each student), and they were instructed to silently retrieve the definition to each term. Further, they were instructed to try their best to retrieve each definition as completely and accurately as possible. Students were given unlimited time to silently retrieve the definition for each and were instructed to click a button once retrieval was complete. Immediately after covert retrieval, students made a self-paced judgment of knowledge by responding to the prompt, “How well did you know the definition to this term?” on a scale from 0 (not at all) to 4 (perfectly). Following the judgment of knowledge, the key term and definition were re-presented to provide students with feedback (self-paced). The procedure for the overt retrieval group was identical to the covert retrieval group except that students typed their responses into a text field on the screen. The procedure for the restudy group was also the same except that they did not practice retrieval. Instead, with the key term and definition present on the screen, they were asked to type a copy of the definition into a text field on the screen. Students in all practice groups completed one block of practice retrieval or restudy, judgments of knowledge, and feedback for the 8 key-term definitions. Then, they repeated that procedure 2 additional times (i.e., 3 blocks total).

Two days later, students in all practice groups returned to complete the final criterion test. Students were presented with each key term that they had previously studied (randomized anew per student), and they were given unlimited time to type the recalled definition for each.

Data scoring. Students’ initial responses during the restudy or retrieval-practice phase, as well as responses on the final criterion test, were hand scored by two independent raters who were blind to students’ practice-group assignment. Each student’s response was scored by identifying the number of idea units correctly recalled for each key-term definition. Definitions contained between three and five idea units. For instance, procedural memory contained three idea units: (1) memory for (2) how to perform actions (3) that cannot be stated verbally. An idea unit was counted as being present if it was a verbatim copy of the idea unit or if the idea was correctly paraphrased (Rawson & Dunlosky, 2007). The proportion of idea units correctly recalled for each definition during the retrieval-practice phase and on the final criterion test was then calculated by dividing the total number of idea units earned by the total number of idea units possible for that key term. This average was calculated separately for each rater’s scores, and yielded scores that ranged from no credit to full credit for each term. Thus, each rater produced a mean proportion of correct recall for each definition for each participant. Two averages including all 8 key terms were then calculated per participant, one for each rater. The same scoring procedures were used for scoring participants’ transcripts for the restudy group. Given that the analyses focused on the continuous variable at the level of participants’ proportion of correct recall, we assessed inter-rater reliability using Pearson’s r correlations across participants. That is, correlations were computed for raters’ proportion of correct recall across all participants; a correlation was computed for each test. For all tests, correlations were significant (rs < .001) and high (r = .82 to r = .90), indicating that agreement between the two raters was high. Further, analyses conducted separately with each rater’s scores revealed similar effects and supported the same conclusions. Accordingly, scores from the two raters were averaged for the reported analyses.

Results and Discussion

Our primary interest was in recall on the final criterion test; thus, outcomes for this measure are presented first. Afterwards, we present analyses of judgments of knowledge followed by assessments of the accuracy of retrieval practice from the overt retrieval group and of restudy responses from the restudy group.

Final recall performance. Final recall performance was significantly greater for List 1 (cognitive terms; M = .43, SE = .03) than for List 2 (social terms; M = .30, SE = .18), t(88) = 3.13, p = .002, d = .66. Even so, list did not interact with practice group (F < 1), and it did not impact any other measure. Thus, lists are collapsed in all reported analyses.

As is evident from Figure 1, students’ recall somewhat differed between the practice groups, F(2, 89) = 2.85, p = .06, ηp² = .06. Specifically, students’ recall was significantly greater in the overt retrieval group than in the covert retrieval group, t(59) = 2.19, p = .03, d = .56. Recall was also significantly greater in the overt retrieval group than in the restudy group, t(57) = 1.89, p = .03, d = .49 (via a one-tailed test, as per planned comparisons relevant to standard test-enhanced learning). The covert retrieval and restudy groups did not significantly differ, t < 1. Thus, retention of the key-term definitions was greater when students practiced retrieval overtly relative to when they practiced retrieval covertly or restudied the terms.

Judgments of knowledge. The magnitude of students’ judgments of knowledge was lower in the overt retrieval group than
Table 1
Magnitude of Judgments of Knowledge from Experiment 1 and Experiment 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Trial 1</th>
<th>Trial 2</th>
<th>Trial 3</th>
<th>Mean across Trials</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restudy</td>
<td>2.7 (.1)</td>
<td>3.1 (.1)</td>
<td>3.6 (.1)</td>
<td>3.1 (.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covert retrieval</td>
<td>2.4 (.1)</td>
<td>2.9 (.1)</td>
<td>3.1 (.1)</td>
<td>2.8 (.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overt retrieval</td>
<td>2.0 (.1)</td>
<td>2.2 (.2)</td>
<td>2.5 (.2)</td>
<td>2.2 (.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restudy</td>
<td>2.6 (.1)</td>
<td>2.9 (.1)</td>
<td>3.3 (.1)</td>
<td>3.0 (.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covert retrieval</td>
<td>2.6 (.1)</td>
<td>2.9 (.1)</td>
<td>3.3 (.1)</td>
<td>2.9 (.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overt retrieval</td>
<td>2.0 (.1)</td>
<td>2.3 (.1)</td>
<td>2.5 (.1)</td>
<td>2.3 (.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhanced covert retrieval</td>
<td>2.5 (.1)</td>
<td>2.9 (.1)</td>
<td>3.2 (.1)</td>
<td>2.9 (.1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Students were asked, “How well do you know the definition of this term?” with a scale from 0 (not at all) – 4 (perfectly). Mean judgments are provided with standard errors in parentheses.

in the restudy group and the covert retrieval group (Table 1). Additionally, the magnitude of judgments in all practice groups increased across trials. These observations were supported by a 3 (Practice Group) x 3 (Trial: 1, 2, 3) mixed-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA). The main effect of practice group was significant, F(2, 87) = 12.26, p < .001, η² = .22, because judgment magnitude was lower for the overt retrieval group than either for the restudy group, t(57) = 4.61, p < .001, d = 1.2, or for the covert retrieval group, t(59) = 3.08, p = .003, d = 0.79. Judgment magnitude was also higher for the restudy group than for the covert retrieval group, t(58) = 1.89, p = .06, d = 0.49. Judgment magnitude also significantly increased across trials: Trial 1, M = 2.4, SE = .08; Trial 2, M = 2.7, SE = .08; Trial 3, M = 3.1, SE = .08; F(2, 174) = 93.80, p < .001, η² = .52. Finally, the interaction between practice group and trial approached significance, F(2, 174) = 2.39, p = .05, η² = .05, suggesting that increases in judgment magnitude were somewhat greater for the restudy group. However, this interaction is not meaningful (Loftus, 1978) and did not replicate in Experiment 2, so we do not discuss it further.

The magnitude of judgments of knowledge increased across trials, which is similar to effects established with judgments of learning on multi-trial learning (e.g., Koriat, Sheffer, & Ma’ayan, 2002; Koriat, Ma’ayan, Sheffer, & Bjork, 2006; Tauber & Rhodes, 2012). The increase across trials likely reflects students’ beliefs (at least in part) that learning increases with additional study opportunities (Ariel, Hines, & Hertzog, 2014). More interesting, the magnitude judgments of knowledge differed among the three groups. Students engaged in overt retrieval (effortful and fraught with error) made lower judgments than those in the covert retrieval group in which students may not have engaged in exhaustive search and/or simply assumed they knew the concept due to familiarity. The students who restudied material showed the illusion of mastery seen in other research; they judged themselves to have the most knowledge, although their recall on the later test was worse than that of students who had overtly practiced retrieval and no different from that of students who covertly practiced.

Overt retrieval practice. Retrieval practice benefits later memory most when practice results in correct retrieval (Pashler, Cepeda, Wixted, & Rohrer, 2005). Thus, we assessed the accuracy of responses for the overt retrieval group during the practice trials. The accuracy of overt practice retrieval increased from Trial 1 (M = .35, SE = .04) to Trial 2 (M = .41, SE = .04), t(29) = 4.13, p < .001, d = .29, and from Trial 2 to Trial 3 (M = .46, SE = .04), t(29) = 2.96, p = .006, d = .19.

Restudy performance. To evaluate whether students in the restudy group were engaged with the task, we assessed the accuracy of restudy responses during study, which should be consistently high if they copied the definitions as directed. As expected, the accuracy of restudy responses was near ceiling for all trials; Trial 1, M = .97, SE = .02; Trial 2, M = .97, SE = .02; Trial 3, M = .96, SE = .02. Thus, in terms of sheer re-exposure to material during the initial test, the restudy group had an advantage to the retrieval-practice groups, but nonetheless retrieval practice was equally or more effective, depending on the group comparison.

Experiment 2

In Experiment 1, engaging in overt retrieval practice benefitted retention more than restudying the key terms and definitions, which is consistent with prior research establishing test-enhanced learning (e.g., Rowland, 2014). More important, covert retrieval practice did not benefit retention as much as did overt retrieval practice, which is inconsistent with previous research using paired associates (e.g., Smith, Roediger, & Karpicke, 2013). One possibility is that with complex materials such as key-term definitions, students in the covert retrieval group did not engage in full covert retrieval. As discussed in the introduction, when students are quite familiar with the term, this familiarity may short-circuit their retrieval attempt. High familiarity may lead students to believe that key terms have been learned well enough to be retrievable without actually engaging in a full-blown retrieval attempt to access the definition. This assumption was indirectly corroborated by students’ judgments of knowledge in Experiment 1. Specifically, the magnitude of judgments of knowledge was higher in the covert retrieval group than in the overt retrieval group.

The major goals of Experiment 2 were to replicate the outcomes from Experiment 1 and to extend them by ensuring that students understood how to fully engage in covert retrieval. For the latter goal, a second covert retrieval group was added that received detailed instructions about how to engage in exhaustive covert retrieval. Students in this enhanced covert-retrieval group were instructed that they should not rely on their level of familiarity with each key term. Instead, they should attempt to retrieve the entire definition during each covert retrieval attempt. They also received practice trials with both covert and overt retrieval prior to beginning the experiment. By doing so, students were able to contrast the two types of retrieval and were instructed that their covert retrieval should be just like overt retrieval (except that they would not type the retrieved definitions).

Additionally, students in the enhanced covert retrieval group made a new judgment for each key term wherein they indicated how much of each definition was retrieved. Students in the overt retrieval group also made these retrieval judgments. These judgments were included both to assess the completeness of
students’ retrieval and to encourage them to engage in exhaustive retrieval.

Method

Design and participants. Practice group (Restudy, Covert Retrieval, Overt Retrieval, Enhanced Covert Retrieval) was a between-participants manipulation. One-hundred forty-five students from Kent State University participated in exchange for course credit and were randomly assigned to practice group. Of those students, 9 failed to return for the second session and were excluded from analyses. Thus, data from 136 students are reported (n = 32 in the restudy group, n = 35 in the covert retrieval group, n = 34 in the overt retrieval group, n = 35 in the enhanced covert retrieval group).

Materials and procedure. The materials were identical to Experiment 1, with one exception: only the cognitive psychology terms were used. We omitted the social psychology terms to simplify the experiment and because in Experiment 1 final recall performance was significantly greater for cognitive terms than for social psychology terms but still not close to ceiling level performance. The procedure for the enhanced covert retrieval group was identical to that of the covert retrieval group in Experiment 1, with a few exceptions. Prior to covert retrieval, students in the enhanced covert retrieval group were given the following instructions:

**IMPORTANT:** During silent retrieval, you should do your best to recall as much of the definition as you can. Think about retrieval practice as if you and a friend were quizzing each other on terms for an upcoming exam in one of your classes—if your friend gave you a term, you’d try to come up with the entire definition. Or think about it like the short answer questions on a course exam, in which you are asked to write down the whole definition for a term. In both of these cases, you would try to recall the entire definition for each term. That is what we’d like you to do on each trial here, only silently in your head instead of out loud or on paper.

The important thing is to really try to recall the definition. On each trial, you should not just read the key term and assume that you know it because it seems familiar. Rather, use the term as a cue to try to silently recall the definition from memory.

These instructions (i.e., both paragraphs including the bolded and underlined text) were provided only to participants in the enhanced covert retrieval group and were not provided to participants in any of the other groups. Participants in the enhanced covert retrieval group practiced both covert and overt retrieval with an example item prior to engaging in covert retrieval during study. To do so, students studied a key term and definition that would not appear on the final test (i.e., spinal reflexes). They were then presented with the key term alone and silently retrieved the entire definition for it. Next, they typed the definition that they silently retrieved. Only students in the enhanced covert retrieval group were then given the following instructions:

Now that you have tried retrieval practice by silently retrieving the definition for this practice item, and by typing out what you retrieved, you probably have a better sense about how to go about retrieval practice. You may have noticed that it is hard to retrieve the definition, and it can be particularly hard when silently practicing. In order to be effective while silently retrieving you should try to retrieve as much as you would if you were required to type out everything you can remember. For the next part of the experiment you are going to practice retrieval silently. Again, be sure to silently retrieve the entire definition for each term!

Students in the enhanced covert retrieval group also made retrieval judgments immediately following judgments of knowledge (but prior to feedback). They responded to the prompt, “For the term below, how much of the definition did you come up with during retrieval practice?” Judgments were made on a 0%—100% scale. Retrieval judgments were self-paced.

The procedure for the restudy group and covert retrieval group were identical to Experiment 1. The procedure for the overt retrieval group was identical to Experiment 1 except they also made retrieval judgments as in the enhanced covert retrieval group.

Data scoring. Students’ responses during the restudy or retrieval-practice phase and on the final criterion test were scored as in Experiment 1. Inter-rater reliability was assessed for each measure via Pearson’s r correlations. In all cases correlations were significant (ps < .001) and high (r = .83 to r = .94). As in Experiment 1, agreement between the two raters was high and effects were maintained when analyses were conducted separately with each rater’s scores; thus, scores from the two raters were averaged for the reported analyses.

Results and Discussion

Final recall performance. As is evident from Figure 2, students’ recall was numerically greater in the overt retrieval group relative to the other groups, although the practice groups did not
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**Figure 2.** Mean proportion correct on the final criterion test for the four practice groups (restudy, covert retrieval, overt retrieval, and enhanced covert retrieval) in Experiment 2. Error bars are standard errors of the mean.


Table 2
Continuously Cumulating Meta-Analyses (CCMAs) for Experiment 1 and Experiment 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Mean Diff</th>
<th>$S_{pooled}$</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>Cohen’s d</th>
<th>Z</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CCMA for covert retrieval and overt retrieval groups</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 1</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>.033</td>
<td>.56</td>
<td>2.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 2</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>.180</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>1.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCMA results</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCMA for restudy and overt retrieval groups</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 1</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>.064</td>
<td>.49</td>
<td>1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 2</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>.287</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCMA results</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.040</td>
<td>.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. The homogeneity test was nonsignificant for the CCMA for covert retrieval and overt retrieval groups (top of table), $Q(1) = .43, p = .51, F = 0.00$. The homogeneity test was nonsignificant for the CCMA for restudy and overt retrieval groups (bottom of table), $Q(1) = .38, p = .54, F = 0.00$.

differ, $F < 1$. Thus, in Experiment 2 students’ recall did not significantly differ between the overt retrieval group and the covert retrieval group, $t(67) = 1.35, p = .09$, one-tailed, $d = .33$.

To provide the best estimate of the magnitude of the overt retrieval-practice effect, we conducted a continuously cumulating meta-analysis (CCMA) as recommended by Braver et al. (2014). Specifically, a CCMA was conducted comparing final recall performance for the overt retrieval-practice groups versus covert retrieval-practice groups across the two experiments (see top portion of Table 2). Final recall performance was higher following overt retrieval versus covert retrieval (Experiment 1, $M_{diff} = .11, S_{pooled} = .20$; Experiment 2, $M_{diff} = .06, S_{pooled} = .17$; pooled $d = 0.43, 95\% CI [0.09, 0.78]$). Thus, results from the CCMA support the conclusion that retention is enhanced more by overt retrieval practice than by covert retrieval practice (or by restudying).

Also, in Experiment 2 students’ recall did not significantly differ between the overt retrieval group and the restudy group, $t(64) = 1.07, p = .14, d = .26$, and no other practice group differences were significant, $t < 1$. Even so, a CCMA comparing final recall performance for the overt retrieval-practice groups versus the restudy groups across the two experiments revealed that final recall performance was greater following overt retrieval versus restudy (see bottom portion of Table 2; Experiment 1, $M_{diff} = .10, S_{pooled} = .21$; Experiment 2, $M_{diff} = .05, S_{pooled} = .19$; pooled $d = 0.37, 95\% CI [0.02, 0.72]$). Thus, the overt retrieval groups outperformed the restudy groups on the final criterion test (replicating the modal finding in research on test-enhanced learning; for reviews, see Dunlosky et al., 2013; Roediger & Butler, 2011; Rowland, 2014).

Judgments of knowledge. As is evident from Table 1, the magnitude of students’ judgments of knowledge was lower in the overt retrieval group than in the other three practice groups. As in Experiment 1, judgment magnitude in all practice groups increased across trials. These observations were supported by a 3 (Practice group) × 3 (Trial) mixed-factor ANOVA. The main effect of practice group was significant, $F(1, 66) = 14.20, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .18$, with judgment magnitude being lower for the overt retrieval group ($M = 52.9, SE = 3.4$) relative to the enhanced covert retrieval group ($M = 70.7, SE = 3.3$). The main effect of trial was also significant (Trial 1, $M = 53.4, SE = 2.4$; Trial 2, $M = 61.3, SE = 2.6$; Trial 3, $M = 70.8, SE = 2.6$), $F(2, 132) = 62.30, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .49$, and the interaction between practice group and trial was not significant, $F(2, 132) = 2.74, p = .07, \eta^2_p = .04$. Thus, relative to a standard overt retrieval group, students in a covert retrieval group who were provided with instructions about practicing covert retrieval and with practice items prior to retrieval practice judged that their retrieval attempts were more complete.

Overt retrieval practice. As in Experiment 1, the accuracy of overt retrieval practice significantly increased from Trial 1 ($M = .42, SE = .03$) to Trial 2 ($M = .47, SE = .03$), $t(32) = 3.68, p = .001, d = 0.33$, and from Trial 2 to Trial 3 ($M = .53, SE = .04$), $t(32) = 3.89, p < .001, d = 0.31$. Thus, students’ overt retrieval improved with trial experience.
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Restudy performance. As in Experiment 1, the accuracy of restudy responses was near ceiling for all trials (Trial 1, $M = .99, SE = .004$; Trial 2, $M = .99, SE = .008$; Trial 3, $M = .99, SE = .004$). Therefore, students in the restudy group were engaged in the restudy task.

General Discussion

The current experiments demonstrated that the response format of retrieval practice on an initial test does influence final recall performance when students learn definitions of key terms. Specifically, retention is enhanced more by overt than covert retrieval practice. This effect was statistically significant in Experiment 1 and the same trend was evident in Experiment 2. Such variability would be expected (e.g., Stanley & Spence, 2014); thus, outcomes were evaluated with a CCMA analysis (Braver et al., 2014), which established a moderate effect size (pooled $d = 0.43$). Why was learning enhanced more by overt than covert retrieval practice? Why did covert retrieval practice not help at all relative to a restudy control? Overt retrieval practice involves an explicit written, typed, or oral response, which encourages students to engage in exhaustive retrieval so they have an answer to provide. By contrast, covert retrieval practice does not involve an explicit response, and with complex material students may sometimes avoid an exhaustive retrieval attempt especially for terms students judge to be already known well.

The suggestion that students may avoid exhaustive retrieval with covert retrieval practice is indirectly supported by students’ metacognitive judgments. Learners frequently use experiences during retrieval as a basis for their metacognitive judgments (e.g., Benjamin, Bjork, & Schwartz, 1998). Thus, if covert and overt retrieval practice support similar engagement in retrieval, then the magnitude of students’ judgments of knowledge should not differ because they would be using equivalent retrieval experiences as a basis for their judgments. Contrary to this prediction, the overt retrieval group provided significantly lower judgments of knowledge relative to the other groups. This reduced confidence may have been due to failed retrieval or only partial retrieval of some definitions. Such retrieval failures may occur less often with covert retrieval practice because students may use their relatively high familiarity with a portion of key terms to circumvent retrieval practice, thus reflecting a metacognitive illusion that those items were well learned (e.g., Son & Metcalfe, 2005; for a review see Finn & Tauber, 2015).

Differences in the dynamics of retrieval due to response mode suggest that covert retrieval practice will benefit learning in some contexts. When retrieval demands are high because students need to retrieve multiple units of information, learning is more likely to be enhanced by overt than covert retrieval practice. However, when retrieval demands are low such as when students only need to retrieve a single word response (such as with word pairs), presentation of the cue presumably triggers a retrieval of the response (Craik et al., 1996), so that both covert and overt practice would tend to yield exhaustive retrieval attempts. In such cases, learning would be expected to be equally enhanced with overt and covert retrieval (e.g., Putnam & Roediger, 2013). As well, differences among students may play an important role in the effectiveness of covert retrieval. For instance, more conscientious students may engage in more exhaustive covert retrieval practice relative to less conscientious students. Exploring the role of such individual differences will be an important direction for future research on the efficacy of covert retrieval practice for benefitting learning.

Given that at least some students report using retrieval practice to study (e.g., Hartwig & Dunlosky, 2012; Kornell & Bjork, 2007), an important direction for researchers will be to focus on methods to increase the effectiveness of covert retrieval practice. Unfortunately, outcomes from Experiment 2 revealed that final recall was equivalent between a standard covert retrieval group and an enhanced covert retrieval group who was provided with (a) detailed instructions on the importance of retrieving the entire definition for each term, (b) a warning to avoid relying on their level of familiarity of each term, and (c) practice with overt and covert retrieval. Further, recall was lower for both covert retrieval-practice groups than the overt retrieval-practice group. This pattern suggests that as often as possible students should engage in overt retrieval practice.

In Experiment 2, recall on the final test did not statistically differ between the overt retrieval group and the restudy group. Even though a CCMA revealed that final recall performance was greater following overt retrieval than restudy (pooled $d = 0.37$; see bottom portion of Table 2), the non-significant effect in Experiment 2 was surprising because a wealth of research has established robust test-enhanced effects on retention (for a review see, Rowland, 2014). One possibility is that the restudy group spent more time during the practice phase relative to the overt retrieval group, with the additional time obscuring the test benefits. To explore this possibility, we evaluated self-paced reaction times during restudy and overt retrieval practice for Experiment 2. Reaction times were measured by recording the number of seconds from the onset of each stimulus (i.e., key term and definition for the restudy group and the key term alone for the overt retrieval group) to when participants clicked a button indicating that they were finished. Reaction times were then averaged per trial, and results demonstrated that they tended to decreased across them, $F(2, 126) = 9.7, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .13$. Specifically, mean reaction times significantly decreased from Trial 1 ($M = 33.0, SE = 1.5$) to Trial 2 ($M = 29.7, SE = 1.6; p = .04$), and marginally decreased from Trial 2 to Trial 3, $M = 28.1, SE = 1.4; t(64) = 1.9, p = .06, d = .13$. More important, they did not significantly differ between the restudy group ($M = 28.1, SE = 2.0$) and the overt retrieval group ($M = 32.5, SE = 1.9; F(1, 63) = 2.6, p = .11, \eta_p^2 = .04$, and trial did not interact with group ($F < 1$). Thus, the lack of test-enhanced learning in Experiment 2 remains mysterious, and unknown sources of variance may be responsible for it, though variability in the magnitude of any effect is to be expected.

To conclude, students’ learning is typically enhanced by practicing retrieval during study relative to restudying the information, but it can matter how students practice retrieval. Students’ learning of large units of information is enhanced more by overt than covert retrieval practice. In contrast with
Covert retrieval, overt retrieval practice is more likely to support exhaustive retrieval attempts and to discourage reliance on a general level of familiarity with the to-be-learned information. Thus, until effective interventions have been established that increase the likelihood of exhaustive covert retrieval, we recommend that students use overt retrieval practice when learning key-term definitions.
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